Role of tropospheric large-scale circulation in mesospheric variability of the Arctic

- Connection of stratosphere with ENSO and NAO well established
- Observations show possible connection of tropospheric circulation and mesosphere/lower thermosphere (MLT)
- We performed numerical simulations to show this connection.

Middle atmosphere circulation from the stratosphere to the lower thermosphere at middle and high latitudes is closely related to lower atmosphere circulation patterns like NAO and ENSO.

1 Summary

2 ENSO-related variability of the mesosphere

- The middle atmosphere during winter is connected with El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
- The stratospheric polar vortex is weaker during El Nino.
- Stratospheric sudden warmings are more frequent during El Nino winters.
- Most analyses refer to the stratosphere, here we are interested in the MLT and its relation to the troposphere.

VHF meteor radar

- Horizontal winds from Doppler shifted VHF signal from meteor trails.
- Vertical wind profiles 80-100 km.
- Collm, 51.3°N, 13°E.

MUAM numerical model

- 3D grid point model.
- Surface to lower thermosphere.
- Primitive equations.
- Parameterized gravity waves, radiation, latent heat release.
- Lower boundary from MERRA temperatures and geopotential heights.
- 9 runs for El Nino and La Nina conditions, resp.
- Results confirm stronger zonal winds in the upper mesosphere during El Nino.

3 Mesosphere and NAO

- The stratospheric polar vortex is connected with the NAO.
- Early observations indicate a possible connection of NAO and MLT (e.g. Jacobi, 2000).
- Numerical model experiments mainly refer to the lower middle atmosphere.

MUAM experiments

- Analysis of mean circulation and planetary waves.
- Results show a deeper polar vortex for positive NAO up to the upper mesosphere, but reversal in the MLT (Fig. 4).
- This is connected with a weaker SPW1 during positive NAO winters. SPW2 in turn tends to be stronger for positive NAO.

4 Conclusions and final remarks

Conclusions

- ENSO signature is visible in the Arctic middle atmosphere up to the MLT.
- Visible in radar observations and qualitatively confirmed by numerical modeling.
- NAO variability influences MLT circulation at high latitudes in winter.

Perspectives

- Analysis of vertical coupling processes including the mesosphere using MERRA-2 and ERAS reanalyses
- MLT radar network over Europe
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